ARIZONA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Fifty-fifth Legislature
2021-2022
STANDING COMMITTEES

APPROPRIATIONS
Cobb, Chair; Kavanagh, Vice Chair
Butler, Chávez, Griffin, Hoffman,
Kaiser, Longdon, Nguyen, Osborne,
Schwiebert, Sierra, Udall

COMMERCE
Weninger, Chair; Chaplik, Vice Chair
Carter, Chávez, Cook, Espinoza,
Kaiser, Liguori, Meza, Wilmeth

EDUCATION
Udall, Chair; Pingerelli, Vice Chair
Diaz, D. Hernandez, Fillmore, John,
Nguyen, Pawlik,
Salman, (temporally replaced by Tsosie), Schwiebert

GOVERNMENT & ELECTIONS
Kavanagh, Chair; Hoffman, Vice Chair
Bolding, Burges, Carroll, Fillmore,
A. Hernandez, Jermaine, Liguori,
Martinez, Payne, Salman,
(temporally replaced by Sierra), Solorio

HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
Osborne, Chair; Kaiser, Vice Chair
Butler, Chaplik, A. Hernandez,
Pingerelli, Powers Hannley, Shah,
Wilmeth

JUDICIARY
Blackman, Chair; Parker, Vice Chair
Carter, DeGrazia, Fincherm, M.
Hernandez, Mathis, Nguyen, Pawlik,
Pingerelli

LAND, AGRICULTURE & RURAL AFFAIRS
Dunn, Chair; John, Vice Chair
Barton, Blackwater-Nygren, Cook,
Dalessandro, Diaz, Epstein,
Fernandez, Griffin, Sierra

MILITARY AFFAIRS & PUBLIC SAFETY
Payne, Chair, Nguyen, Vice Chair
Andrade, Blackman, Burges,
Fillmore, Finchem, D. Hernandez,
M. Hernandez, Jermaine,
Kavanagh, Martinez, Quiñonez,
Solorio, Tsosie

NATURAL RESOURCES, ENERGY & WATER
Griffin, Chair; Burges, Vice Chair
Abraham, Cano, Carroll,
Dalessandro, Dunn, Finchem,
Martinez, Mathis, Parker, Quiñonez

RULES
Grantham, Chair, Griffin, Vice Chair
Abraham, Biasiucci, Bowers,
DeGrazia, Espinoza, Toma

TRANSPORTATION
Carroll, Chair; Wilmeth, Vice Chair
Andrade, Barton, Biasiucci,
Blackwater-Nygren, Carter, Cook,
Fernandez, Meza, Payne, Tsosie

WAYS & MEANS
Bolick, Chair; Barton, Vice Chair
Cano, Cobb, Diaz, Dunn, Epstein, Grantham,
Powers Hannley, Shah

APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEES
HEALTH
Udall, Chair; Hoffman; Longdon; Cobb, ex officio
EDUCATION
Osborne, Chair; Kaiser, Schwiebert; Cobb, ex officio
GOVERNMENT
Kavanagh, Chair; Butler, Nguyen; Cobb, ex officio
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